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amici [Friends]
by Satomi Ichikawa  

for children 3 years and older  
pp. 32 + cover | cm. 23x21 | October 2019

FrenCH, GerMAn And KOreAn riGHTs sOLd

There are many sayings on friends and friendship: “who finds a friends, finds a treasure”,  
“you know a true friend when trouble comes”, “Little friends may prove great friends”…

Everyone needs friends, to play, to share, to create, to invent, to be moved, to seek refuge, to fight, to search for, to grow…
This ballad about friendship by Satomi Ichikawa reveals to the little readers what friendship means,  

its importance, what the numerous treasures hidden in it are. 
The delicate and poetic text in rhyme is an added value  

to the revealing and eloquent illustrations. 
Friendship is a world to find out, to live! 

The first book by Satomi ichikawa is a pearl to behold, a rare pearl,  
a pearl that deserves to be rediscovered.

co-ediTion projecT



When SaTomi ichikawa decided she would like to illustrate books for children, she 
visited a bookstore in London and copied down the names and addresses of publishers. 
she then simply walked to the address that seemed the closest, her rough sketches in 
hand. Today, she is known the world over as a celebrated illustrator and accomplished 
storyteller, and there are more than 50 books that bear the satomi ichikawa name. Born in 
Japan, Ms. ichikawa traveled to Paris as a young woman and has lived there for over thirty 

years. However, her inspiration comes from all over the world. she loves traveling to other countries, where she 
sketches the countryside and gets to know the people of the villages and cities where she stays. But Ms. ichikawa 
always come back to Paris, where she feels the beauty of everyday life enriches her work. The Luxembourg 
Gardens is one of her favorite places to watch the children, teenagers, parents, and grandparents who gather 
there to enjoy its beautiful scenery. The recipient of several awards for her artwork, Ms. ichikawa is the illustrator 
of the popular Tanya books and the best-selling “You Are My i Love You.” she also has over twenty of her own 
books for young people, including the nora series, “The First Bear in Africa” and “My Pig Amarillo”.



come Si eSce da queSTo libro e SopraTTuTTo, quando?  
[HOW TO GeT OuT OF Here And iF Yes, WHen?]

by Daniel Fehr and Maurizio Quarello
for children 5 years and older  

pp. 28 + cover  | cm. 23 x 33 | november 2019

coediTion projecT

The second book by the explosive couple Fehr-Quarello. 

This time the little readers shall help the two protagonists –always Hansel and Gretel- 
 to find out how to get out of the book. And they have to do it following suggestions and directions  

of the weird characters they will come across: leaping from one page to another,  
the two dive into the dense and often ironic scenarios drawn by the talented Quarello.

But the scenarios and the characters seem familiar… Of course, they are all intruders, “escaped”  
from eleven of the best known tales. However, the titles of these tales will only be revealed  

at the “end”, when the two have managed to get out of the book.

A “leaper” adventure,  
a reading not at all linear,  

definitely exciting  
and -who knows?-  

maybe never-ending… 



mauriZio quarello was born in Turin, Italy, in 1974.  
There he studied graphic design, architecture and illustration.
After several experiences in the field of advertising and in naturalist  
painting, since 2004 M.Q. has devoted himself exclusively  
to illustrating children’s books. His first picture book,  
“Babau cerca casa”, was published by Orecchio acerbo in 2005.

Today, M.Q. counts more than 30 titles published by the most interesting publishing houses  
all around Europe. His books were awarded several times in France, Germany, Italy, Spain, Belgium and 
Sweden. Since 2007, M.Q. has taught courses of illustration at the Academy of Fine Arts in Macerata.

dAnieL FeHr was born in 1980. He studied German  
and media studies at Princeton University (USA).  
Previously he studied at the Zurich University of the Arts  
and the School of Visual Arts in New York.  
Today, Daniel Fehr lives and works in Winterthur, Switzerland.  
He writes picture books and designs board games for children and families.  

Among her books: “Mr Left and Mr Right” illustrated by Celeste Aires (Templar, 2017)  
and “Ein Loch gegen den Regen?” illustrated by Francesca Sanna (Atlantis, 2016).



co-ediTion projecT

a volTe riTornano. FAnTAsMi d’AuTOre 
[sOMeTiMes THeY COMe BACK. GHOsT’s sTOries]

adaptation by Serenella Quarello illustrations by Maurizio Quarello
for children 8 years and older 

pp. 76 | cm. 21 x 27 | september 2019

Eight ghost stories written by well known authors from different countries:  
the Irish Le Fanu and Wilde, the French Guy De Maupassant, the English Jerome, the Spanish Bécquer, 

the Americans Howard and Allan Poe and the Chinese Ki-Tong. The tales were written between  
the middle of the 19th century and the Thirties of the 20th, and all of them have been chosen,  

reduced and adjusted by Serenella Quarello. In most of the tales the dramatic and creepy narration is 
combined with irony and comedy, because laughter is one of the best ways to drive off fear,  
and because every dramatic and creepy situation bears in itself the seeds of the grotesque. 

A spot-on project by two talented siblings: the illustrations, in fact,  
are by Maurizio Quarello whose tough and incisive drawing is perfectly in line with  

the brooding and at the same time ironic atmosphere of these tales.

mauriZio quarello was born in Turin, 
Italy, in 1974. There he studied graphic 
design, architecture and illustration.
After several experiences in the field  
of advertising and in naturalist  
painting, since 2004 M.Q. has devoted 

himself exclusively to illustrating children’s books. His first 
picture book, “Babau cerca casa”, was published by Orecchio 
acerbo in 2005.Today, M.Q. counts more than 30 titles published 
by the most interesting publishing houses all around Europe. 
His books were awarded several times in France, Germany, Italy, 
Spain, Belgium and Sweden. Since 2007, M.Q. has taught courses 
of illustration at the Academy of Fine Arts in Macerata.

Serenella quarello, 
graduate in Spanish 
and Romanian, teaches 
languages and directs a 
student  theatre company.  
She translates and since 

2008 writes books, among them some picture 
books published by important Spanish  
publishing houses.





co-ediTion projecT

aSpeTTando walT 
[WAiTinG FOr WALT]

by Daniel Fehr and Maja Celija
for children 5 years and older 

pp. 32 | cm. 24 x 32 | september 2019

Two kids are waiting for Walt. But who is Walt? And, if Walt was there with them, what would  
they all do together?  They would have a lot of fun, because when he is there he always has crazy ideas. 

This is the beginning of a imaginary adventure plunged in a swarm of weird and bizarre characters, 
some invented, others already seen and known.  Yes, because this story contains a lot of references, 

from the most obvious in the title Waiting for Godot and Walt Disney, to the Walt’s stories characters, 
from The Cat in the Hat, to Alice’s Adventures in Wonderland and to The Chronicles of Narnia…  
All references that the little reader can take or not without affecting the force of the narration. 

An ode to the imagination and to the superpower that only children have:  
that of inventing stories and plunge into adventures starting from nothing.

The illustrator, Maja Celija, must have kept this super power considering how much  
she has had fun in giving shape and colour to this surprising imaginative journey!   



maja celija was born in Maribor (Slovenia) in 1977. At the age of five she moved 
with her family to Pula, Croatia, where she completed her classical studies. In 
1995 she attended the drawing class at the European Institute of Design in Milan 
and graduated in 1998. In 2002 she also acquired a graphic diploma at the C.F.P. 
Bauer of Milan (ex Umanitaria). Since then she has worked as an illustrator for 
several Italian magazines “Ventiquattro”, “Diario della settimana”, “Glas istre”, 

“Freundin”. In 2005 she represented Italy at the Bratislava Illustration Biennial. She currently lives and 
works in Pesaro. Among the books she illustrated: “Giufà e re Salomone” by Ascanio Celestini, (Donzelli 
editore, 2009), “Que Chaparron!” by Raquel Saiz (Oqo editora, 2008); “Filastrocca delle mani” by Giovanni 
Paolucci (2007) , “Chiuso per ferie” (2006) and “Filastrocca acqua e sapone” by Giovanna Zoboli (2004), 
all published by Topipittori; “Il piccolo e il gigante feroce” by Graziella Favaro (Carthusia, 2004). In the 
catalog of Orecchio acerbo: “Per fare il ritratto di un pesce” by Pascale Petit (2015), “Salto” by Lev Tolstoj 
(2012) and “Gago” by Giovanni Zoppoli (2007). 

dAnieL FeHr was born in 1980. He studied German  
and media studies at Princeton University (USA).  
Previously he studied at the Zurich University of the Arts  
and the School of Visual Arts in New York.  
Today, Daniel Fehr lives and works in Winterthur, Switzerland.  
He writes picture books and designs board games for children and families.  

Among her books: “Mr Left and Mr Right” illustrated by Celeste Aires (Templar, 2017)  
and “Ein Loch gegen den Regen?” illustrated by Francesca Sanna (Atlantis, 2016).



l’indovinello della Tigre [THe TiGer’s riddLe]
by Fabian Negrin

for children 3 years and older 
pp. 72 | cm. 21,5 x 18,2 | 2020

A riddle: It is a flock of sheep hiding in a coalmine to escape the jaws of a famished tiger.  
It is a series of tempting traps that the tiger sets with demagogical and alluring speech for the sheep  
to get them out and devour them, one by one. It is the riddle that the wild beast proposes to the naïve 
and harmless ovine that rush to the exit to give their solutions only to run into certain death.  
And it is the question that is ultimately put to the tiger, the answer of which will be revealed  
– to our amazement – only at the end.

What is it? It is the hilarious new book by Fabian Negrin! 
A tale on the ruthlessness of the strong and on the infinite 
candour that the weak sometimes demonstrate.  
Beware of the traps, dear sheep, stop believing the fine 
words of the tigers! Beware of the traps dear readers, 
don’t end up sympathizing with the ruthless tiger  
and cheering for it!

co-ediTion projecT 2020



Fabian negrin was born in 1963 
in Argentina. At the age of eighteen 

years he moved to Mexico City  
where he graduated from the 

universidad Autónoma Metropolitana. 
After he moved to Milan in 1989, his 

illustrations were published in several newspaper  
and magazines. For his work he has won numerous awards, 

including the Bib Plaque at the Biennale of Illustration  
of Bratislava 2009, the Bologna Ragazzi Award  

Non-Fiction 2010, C. J. Picture Book award 2011.  
in 2013, 2014, 2015, 2016 he has been nominated  

for the Astrid Lindgren Memorial Award and in 2014  
for the Hans Christian Andersen award.  

since 2001, after the publication of il gigante Gambipiombo 
(Orecchio acerbo), he has published several books  

as illustrator as well as author. 



co-ediTion projecT

marie  curie. nel paeSe della ScienZa 
[MArie Curie. in THe COunTrY OF THe sCienCe]

by Irène Cohen-Janca and Claudia Palmarucci
for children 8 years and older 

pp. 88 | cm. 16,5 x 26,5 | October 2019

“Knowledge is like a torch that has to be passed from hand to hand in order to illuminate the world and bring more 
justice and freedom into it”, thinks Maria who few years after will be the first woman to be awarded the Nobel prize.

The life of Maria Sklodowska, a story marked by tragic events, but also a story  
of courage, tenacity, love, solidarity and thirst for knowledge.

The death of her mother who suffers from tuberculosis, the poverty due to the job loss of her father,  
the life in the dormitories, the death of one of her sisters, an impossible love… beside all this and despite all this,  

in Maria’s life there is the play, the laughter, and above all the teaching: daughter of a college headmistress  
and of a professor, Maria grows up on the conviction that knowledge represents the only true richness of life.  
And this is the driving force that will guide all her choices, not least the one to undergo a thousand sacrifices  

to go to study at the Sorbonne in Paris, since in her country the universities are closed to women. 
And then the degrees in physics and in mathematics, the great love for Pierre Curie,  

the discovery of polonium and radium. 
And then again the death of Pierre. And her love of people and of science that prompts her to use all her knowledge  

and discoveries to attend to the wounded in the war. 

The life of an extraordinary woman, an emotional story written with accuracy and passion by irène 
Cohen-Janca and illustrated by the skilful hands of Claudia Palmarucci: over 80 drawings, one in each 

page, each one a result of a careful and in-depth work of research and reading up.

irÈne cohen-janca
Irène Cohen-Janca was born in
Tunis in 1954. She spent her
childhood there. After obtaining
her graduation in Modern
Literature, she became librarian.
At the moment she lives in

Essonne, France, where she is still works emplojed as
curator in a public library. She has published many
novels and picture books with the French publishing
house Rouergue (“Demander l’impossible-com”,
“Fashion Victim”, “Les arbres pleurent aussi”).  
She published also a documentary film, “Stalin”  
(in the collection “T’étais qui, toi” by Actes Sud Junior).  
In our catalogue, all illustrated by Maurizio Quarello:  
“L’albero di Anne”, “Il grande cavallo blu”, “Frantz e il Golem”  
 and “L’ultimo viaggio” TrAnsLATed in seVerAL COunTries  
As KOreA, FrAnCe, sPAin, GerMAnY And nOrTH AMeriCA.

After studying both Decoration and 
Illustration, at Macerata’s Fine Arts 
Academy, claudia palmarucci  
has completed her illustration studies 
with a Master in Illustration for 
Publishing at “Ars in Fabula” and with 
two other courses under the direction of 

Vitali Konstantinov and Maurizio Quarello, respectively. 
By using mainly pencil and oil ink, Claudia’s work is realistic 
and meticulous, inspired by photographic, cinematographic 
and literary references. Claudia’s work has been published 
in editorials, adult and children books with which she has 
conquered her international recognition. Having won Lìmen Art  
First Prize, in 2014, for Illustration Category, her work has been 
selected for several international competitions and exhibitions: 
Ilustrarte (Portugal), in 2012 and 2015, having won a Honorable 
Mention; by CJ Picture Book (Korea), in 2011; Bologna Book 
Fair, in 2011 and 2013; Bratislava Biennial in 2013; by Sharjah 
Exhibition for Children’s Books Illustrations(UAE), in 2014 and 
2015; by Nami Concours (Korea), in 2015.





diamonds. clear and pure, immaculate pledges of undying love,  
adorning the beautiful, bestowing prestige.  

Paid with credit cards here and with blood there.
A new book by Armin Greder, in the vein of “The Strangers” and Mediterraneo, 
Diamonds is an indictment of the corruption and evil that stain diamonds and that 

we prefer to ignore, lest our conscience keep us awake at night. A brief 
starting dialogue where a daughter, curious about the diamonds that her 
mother is wearing, wants to know what those are and above all know 
their provenance. The survey of the little girl is brushed off  with a 
listless and summary answer, but eloquent enough to open a big door 

in the little girl’s imagination. From now on the narration is left to 
images as powerful as only Greder is able to draw. And they narrate 
the nightmare of the girl that others live, trapped far away in another 
world, and that yet others -far nearer to her- prefer to overlook and 
consequently perpetuate.

diamanTi [diAMOnds]
by Armin Greder

for children 8 years and older 
pp. 36 | cm. 30 x 21 | 2020

co-ediTion projecT 2020

armin greder was born in Switzerland.  
In 1971 he migrated to Australia where he worked  

as a graphic designer and later taught design and illustration  
at a tertiary art institution. Picture books illustrated  

by him include “The Great Bear”, “An Ordinary Day” and  
“I Am Thomas” as well as “Mediterraneo”, “The Island”,  

“The City” and “The Strangers”, in which he is also the author. His 
work, in which charcoal is prominent, reflects his European background. He is the recipient 

of a number of international recognitions such as the Bologna Ragazzi Award and he has 
been nominated for the Hans Christian Andersen Prize.



An afternoon at grandma’s house to play,  
an afternoon like any other, apparently…

Yet nothing is obvious when there are three little playing, and nothing is as it seems!

Under the leaves an enchanted world is hiding, the wind that is drying the washing 
lines brings us to an exciting adventure, the somersaults turn us into acrobats  

in the circus, the hedges hide exotic and fierce creatures...

The delicate hand of the emerging author Alessandra Lazzarin  
takes us to a parallel world of little girls and little boy’s imagination,  

as true and concrete as the “real” one. 

And the transition to this fantastical world is made even more easy  
and fluent thanks to a sparse and essential text made of word games  

that refer to the imaginary scenarios. 

un gioco da ragaZZe [CHiLd’s PLAY]
by Alessandra Lazzarin

for children 3 years and older 
pp. 36 | cm. 21 x 30 | 2020co-ediTion projecT 2020





ForThcoming TiTle

la povera genTe [POOr PeOPLe]
by Lev Tolstoy illustrations by Chiara Ficarelli

for children 7 years and older 
pp. 36 | cm. 21,2 x 30,4 | 2020

KOreAn riGHTs sOLd

One of the four tales of the reading cycle for children written in 1907 by Lev Tolstoy,  
inspired by the poetry of Victor Hugo “Les pauvres gens”.

Jeanne and Paul have three children. Paul, a fisherman, has gone out to sea that morning.  
A terrible storm convulses the sea and by evening Paul has still not returned.  

“Would he have drowned?”, asks Jeanne, all the more anxious and worried by the thought of what would  
be of her and their children if Paul was not to return. At that dramatic moment Jeanne’s thoughts turn to Lise,  

her sick neighbour, a widow with two children. She decides to go and see her,  
but to her horror she finds her dead, the two children at the foot of the bed, holding on to each other.  
Without hesitation she takes them and brings them to her own house. Now there are five children.  

What to do if her husband does not return? And if he does return, would he let them stay?

A short and intense story, a succession of strong emotions, continuous, contrasting and painful. 
Chiara Ficarelli, first time illustrator, has managed perfectly to grasp the drama of the story  

and to transfer it to her spectacular illustrations full of emphasis and pathos.





la SToria del Fiero cacciaTore 
[THe sTOrY OF THe WiLd HunTsMAn]

by Heinrich Hoffmann   
illustrations Maria Grazia Costa 

for children 3 years and older  
pp. 36 + cover | cm. 32x21 | 2020

One of the tales in rhyming couplet appeared in the well-known collection of stories by Heinrich Hoffmann  
“Der Struwwelpeter” (“Shockheaded Peter”) published in Germany in the mid-1800s.

The proud huntsman starts with his rifle hunting for hares. From inside its house made of leaves,  
a hare observes the man and prepares to play a nasty trick on him.  

As soon as the hunter, exhausted by the sun, falls asleep, the hare approaches him and steals his rifle and glasses.  
When he wakes up and sees the animal  threatening him, the hunter starts running, shouting for help.  

In his panic he throws himself into a well to escape the shot of the animal, which hits the coffee cup of his wife. 
In a perfect representation of the world upside down the hunter becomes the prey and the hare,  

generally considered a cowardly and not very clever animal, has its revenge.

despite being a newcomer as an illustrator, maria grazia costa surprises us 
 with her talent in drawing and her skilful use of colours.

co-ediTion projecT 2020





co-ediTion projecT 2020

Sul Filo  
[On THe Line] 

by Francis Blanche | illustrations Mirjana Farkas
for children 5 years and older 

pp. 32 | cm. 24 x 29.5 | January 2020

FOreiGn riGHTs On THe TexT ediTiOns rAOuL BreTOn

The world comes alive on a line: clothes hanging that play among  
themself, dancing birds singing of love, a circus dancer who perilously  

glides along under the spellbound eyes of children. And then, with balls,  
puppets, light bulbs, spiders, “on the line all life is unfolding,  

on the line it ties and unties itself ”together with our loves  
and our dearest hopes.

A cheerful ballad in rhymes, sung by Charles Trenet in the‘40s  
and now illustrated by the colourful and joyful drawings of Mirjana Farkas.



As colourful as her drawings, as cheerful as her portraits,  mirijana FarkaS felt hemmed in by the 
archives her studies had opened to her. so she changed her life. Born in 1979 in Geneva, switzerland, at 
twenty-five she decides  to move to Barcelona, where she studies illustration at L’escola Massana, under 
important teachers such as Arnal Ballester and Pep Monserrat. in 2010 she returns to Geneva where 
her particular illustrations begin to appear regularly in various publications. she is very active in social 
networks and self publishes beautiful books, sometimes in serigraphy. This technique, which according  

to her incorporates the essence of drawing, fascinates her so that when she conceives of a book she always thinks of serigraphy. 
However, her “first love” of technique has been collage, thought of as an intellectual and graphic “game”. This brilliant illustrator 
demonstrates her versatility in a continuous evolution of style in experimenting on the page with witty and unexpected figures. But true 
to herself she likes to change style and technique, jumping from one blog to another, from the glossy magazine page to a fanzine, from  
an animation to a flyer for a yoga course. La Joie de lire have published her “Boum”, “dans mon corps” and “Carnet de bal”.
in Orecchio Acerbo’s catalogue figure “eccoti qua!” (may 2014) and “Firmino”, by elio Pecora (2014).



io e charlie  
[CHArLie And Me] 

by Luca Tortolini · illustrations Giacomo Garelli
for children from 4 years and older | pp. 48 | cm. 20,5 x 30 | July 2019

Charlie Chaplin™ © Bubbles inc. s.A.
 “After only three hours, seven minutes and sixteen very very long seconds in line,  

my mother, my father and I could  at last sit down on the comfortable chairs of the Roxy,  
the cinema near Times Square where a movie by the great Charlie Chaplin is being projected. 

After the first big laughs, suddenly, fire, flames and smoke invade the cinema.  
Everyone runs away, including my parents, and guess who they think is the culprit? Charlie Chaplin!  

And me, because I try to defend him.  
This is the beginning of my exciting adventures alongside the great Tramp!”

An escape through the New York’s 1920 skyscrapers, full of fun  
and hilarious encounters, as depicted in the wonderful illustrations by Giacomo Garelli  

and in graphics inspired by silent movie title cards.  
And accompanied by the sheet music –under the illustrations-  

of a melody to be downloaded via a link to be found at the end of the book.

ForThcoming TiTle

a charlie…a charlie…
 … WHO LiTerALLY MAKes YOu dreAM!



 “I wanted to be François Truffaut, but I became Luca Tortolini, unfortunately ... I regretted it, but I did mean to. 
I could do anything else (for example going to the pub, playing bowling…) but I decided to spend most of my time 
writing. I write to be more careful and more free. I write to understand the mystery, to understand something 
or to forget something.”
LuCA TOrTOLini was born in 1980 and lives in Macerata. He studied at the DAMS of Rome. In addition 
to writing he deals with education and promotion of reading in schools. He holds workshops and courses in reading 

and writing. He takes care of the “Torredilibri” festival and collaborates with the Therapeutic Community La Speranza and with Redattore 
Sociale. In the catalogue of Orecchio acerbo “Le case degli altri bambini” illustrated by Claudia Palmarucci, winner of the Bologna Ragazzi 
Award Opera Prima 2016 and translated into French and Chinese. Among his latest books, for the Editions Notari: “Le Renard et l’aviateur”, 
illustrated by Anna Forlati , “L’épouvantable créature sauvage” and “L’inconnu”, both illustrated by Daniela Iride Murgia and “Pénélope ne 
parle pas”, illustrated by Rocío Araya; for Kite, “Il catalogo dei giorni” illustrated by Daniela Tieni. 

giacomo garelli was born in Ancona. After initial art studies, his interest in drawing,  
and the visual arts led him to continue his studies at the Academy of Fine Arts in Florence, where, in 2007, 
he obtained a first class university degree in painting, with full marks.
In 2008 he attended a two-year course in Macerata and obtained a teaching. In 2010 he was selected to attend 
the Master in Illustration for Publishing “Ars in Fabula”.  
Through this experience he unequivocally discovered his love for illustration.

In February 2013 he debuted illustrating in detail his first  book:  “Never bet the Devil your head”,  a story by Edgar Allan Poe, 
published by Orecchio acerbo editore. He currently works as a freelance illustrator for the publishing industry, for both children 
and adults, he also works with private companies writing and illustrating e-books and teaches scientific illustration  
at the Academy of Fine Arts in Macerata.



recenTy publiShed
il bambino Triclinio e la bella doroTea 

[TriCLiniO And THe BeAuTiFuL dOrOTeA] 

by Jorge Ibargüengoitia | illustrations Maurizio Quarello
for children 5 years and older 

pp. 36 | cm. 21,2 x 33,8 | March 2019
FRENCH RIGHTS SOLD

FOreiGn riGHTs On THe TexT AGenCiA LiTerAriA CArMen BALCeLLs

Triclinio has four sisters, but no friends; thanks to his comical name everybody makes fun of him  
at school. He amuses himself with only few companions: some vultures, a mesquite tree,  

a family of weasels, a large seashell that serves as a door stop, in which he listens to the sea.  
It falls to Triclinio, the only son in the family, to accompany his sisters when they go out with  

their boyfriends, happy and diverting themselves no end. But not for long: a telegram announces  
the arrival of a cousin, the Beautiful Dorotea. Greeted by all the men with open mouths,  

she unsettles the whole town and above all else the lives of Triclinio and his sisters. Until one night 
Triclinio discovers the secret of her beauty: her opulent platinum exuberance is nothing but a wig - 

Dorotea is completely bald! The boy confides himself to his “friend”, the seashell doorstop.  
But thanks to a hurricane, the shell sings through the whole night and reveals the truth to the town: 

“Tim tom tum, the Beautiful Dorotea is as bald as my bum.” The next day Dorotea disappears together 
with her wig and her bald head. And all live again happily and content.

A funny and definitely politically incorrect tale, by one of the most  
sharp and ironic Mexican author.



mauriZio quarello was born in Turin, Italy, in 1974.  
There he studied graphic design, architecture and illustration.
After several experiences in the field of advertising and in naturalist  
painting, since 2004 M.Q. has devoted himself exclusively  
to illustrating children’s books. His first picture book,  
“Babau cerca casa”, was published by Orecchio acerbo in 2005.

Today, M.Q. counts more than 30 titles published by the most interesting publishing houses  
all around Europe. His books were awarded several times in France, Germany, Italy, Spain, Belgium  
and Sweden. Since 2007, M.Q. has taught courses of illustration at the Academy of Fine Arts in Macerata.

JOrGe iBArGüenGOiTiA AnTiLLón (born January 22, 1928 in Guanajuato, 
Mexico; died November 27, 1983 in Mejorada del Campo, Madrid, Spain)  
was a Mexican novelist and playwright who achieved great popular  
(though not always critical) success with his satires, three of which have appeared 
in English: “Las Muertas” (The Dead Girls), “Dos Crimenes” (Two Crimes),  
and “Los Relámpagos de Agosto” (The Lightning of August). His plays include 

“Susana y los Jóvenes and Ante varias esfinges”, both dating from the 1950s. In 1955, Ibarguengoitia 
received a Rockefeller grant to study in New York City; five years later he received the Mexico City  
literary award. He died in Avianca Flight 011 on route Frankfurt via Paris, Madrid,  
and Caracas to Bogotá that crashed on November 27, 1983.



Minuscule and light as fleas, these books jump from head to head,
leaving a contagious itch: the desire to read.

Children, little and sometime as invisible as fleas, 
represent the heart of each book of the series. 

Little masterpieces rediscovered, great classical authors who present us
with splinters of unforgettable childhoods.

Children who measure themselves against a strict, 
strange and often absurd and obscure world: the world of adults. 

bee bee, pecora nera 
[BAA BAA, BLACK sHeeP] 

by Rudyard Kipling · illustrations Fabian Negrin

l’occhio di veTro
[THrOuGH A deAd MAn’s eYe]

by Cornell Woolrich · illustrations Fabian Negrin

recenTy publiShed

edited by Fabian Negrin

pulci nell’orecchio
fleas in the ears

for children 8 years and older  
pp. 80 | cm. 11 x 18,5 | March 2019

Fabian negrin was born in 1963 
in Argentina. At the age of eighteen 
years he moved to Mexico City  
where he graduated from the 
universidad Autónoma Metropolitana. 
After he moved to Milan in 1989, his 

illustrations were published in several newspaper  
and magazines. For his work he has won numerous awards, 
including the Bib Plaque at the Biennale of Illustration  
of Bratislava 2009, the Bologna Ragazzi Award  
Non-Fiction 2010, C. J. Picture Book award 2011.  
in 2013, 2014, 2015, 2016 he has been nominated  
for the Astrid Lindgren Memorial Award and in 2014  
for the Hans Christian Andersen award.  
since 2001, after the publication of il gigante Gambipiombo 
(Orecchio acerbo), he has published several books  
as illustrator as well as author. 

bee bee, pecora nera
[BAA BAA, BLACK sHeeP] 
by Rudyard Kipling

Punch and Judy, two British children, 
are living happily in India, surrounded 
by the affection of their parents and 
native servants. But something is 
about to change: they are being sent to 
school in England. There, far from their 
parents, they live with aunt Rose and 
uncle Harry and their son. For Punch, 
being hassled and humiliated by his 
cousin and his bigoted and rigid aunt - 
the cruel woman even calls him “Black 
Sheep” - it is a disastrous experience. 
Matters get worse with the death of the 
uncle who has been the only one, apart 
from Judy, to treat him kindly. Punch 
rebells, to the point of threatening the 
lives not only of his aunt and cousin 
but even his own. In the end arrives 
his mother to take her children back to 
the only place where they have been 
happy together, India.

l’occhio di veTro 
[THrOuGH A deAd MAn’s eYe]
by Cornell Woolrich

Frankie is twelve. His father is a 
policeman who has fallen in disgrace 
in his district. The only way for him to 
remain in Homicide would be to solve 
an important crime. So the boy decides 
to offer his father an opportunity of 
redemption. The glass eye he just got 
in exchange for an old ball is what he 
needs, particularly because it comes 
from the cuff of the trousers of a man 
who behaves strangely. With the help 
of Scanny Frankie begins to investigate 
and by way of sharp intuition discovers 
the truth. The murder to be offered to 
his father is within reach, but so is the 
murderer. When Frankie, discovered, is 
facing his gun there arrives  “the best 
damned policeman of the city” to save 
him: his father!



FraTello lupo
[BrOTHer WHOLF]

by René Guillot  
 illustrations Fabian Negrin

Yok is a wolf pup. Olof that of a man. 
And yet, they are brothers. In their 
Sami hut they play and grow together 
and drink the milk of the same wolf 
mother. Yok runs on powerful legs 
and catches prey with sharp teeth, 
Olof glides over the ice on a sled and 
shoots with the rifle. They speak the 
same language but they are different 
kinds of hunters; their nature requires 
them to part. Many moons pass before 
they meet again. Olof is in danger, 
wounded and at the mercy of a pack of 
wolves when Yok appears and saves 
him fighting against his own kind. The 
reader knows about their bond. But 
not the hunter who doesn’t recognize 
their kinship and fires  
at Yok, killing him.

la bilancia dei balek 
[THe BALeK sCALes]

by Heinrich Böll 
illustrations Fabian Negrin

A village that subsists by  
the scutching of flax, where the work 
of children consists of going into  
the forest to gather herbs, mushrooms, 
thyme and straw flowers, and where 
the only scales are those of the high-
born Baleks; they are the law in 
matters of weight.  
For five generations no one has 
suspected the scales, until a stubborn 
boy notices the big deceit...Resentful 
and  enraged, the inhabitants demand 
the return of the ill-gotten gains  
- in vain. A revolt breaks out but 
is brutally suppressed. Everything 
returns to what it was: those who 
robbed keep on robbing.

van’ka
by Anton Chekhov  
 illustrations Fabian Negrin

The letter that the little orphan  
Van’ka writes on the night before 
Christmas is meant for  
his grandfather. By the light of  
a candle, silently, in terror of being 
discovered, he begs him to come  
and take him away from this house 
where the shoemaker, apart from 
teaching him his trade, is beating him 
and makes him endure hunger and 
does not let him sleep. He remembers 
the happy days at the village, when 
the young maids of the mistress would 
spoil him with sweets, or grandfather 
would take him into the forest to get a 
fir tree for Christmas. Even though he 
knows that his letter will never reach 
its destination, writing it has brought 
relief to the boy who is at the end  
of his strength and endurance.  
That night the hope and warmth  
of the memories have finally given him 
a peaceful and serene sleep.

reX
by D. H. Lawrence  
 illustrations Fabian Negrin

An English house and a fox terrier 
who is growing up. Appearing in the 
horse-drawn carriage of the uncle, the 
dog makes his entrance into the family 
that will take care of him and give him 
a proper education. The dog grows 
up between play and smacks and 
reciprocates with affection the love 
received from little Johnny and his 
sister, but meets the adult’s authority 
with savage aggression. Rex will be 
independent and indomitable right 
to the end, even after the uncle takes 
him back in the same carriage to the 
distress of the two children. It is a 
strange thing, love: sometimes there is 
too little, sometimes too much. Maybe 
it was too much love that marked 
the destiny of that dog who became 
indomitable in the hands of the stern 
adults.

lo Zio del barbiere e la Tigre  
che gli mangiò la TeSTa 
(THe BArBer WHOse unCLe  
HAd His HeAd BiTTen OFF   
BY A CirCus TiGer)

by William Saroyan 
illustrations Fabian Negrin

Into the shop of an Armenian barber 
enters a lad with hair so long that 
birds have made their nests in it.  
From this strange character  
- who is perhaps not much of a barber 
but unbeatable as a story teller -  
the young daydreamer learns  
the sad story of a man who worked  
in a circus. Every day that man put his 
head in the mouth of a tiger.  
Every day the same performance. 
Every day the final applause that 
increased his confidence in fate.  
Until one evening when the tiger 
closed his mouth and didn’t open it 
again. So is the world of adults.

caniTuccia
by Matilde Serao  
illustrations Fabian Negrin

A little girl, Canituccia, living  
in a farmstead in the country around 
Naples, has lost Ciccotto, the piglet  
of her mistress. All night long she tries 
to find it, barefoot in the chill terrain, 
driven by the screams  
of the angry woman. From the moment 
when she finally finds it, Ciccotto 
follows her, tied to a rope. And so their 
friendship strengthens, day after day, 
until the inevitable happens. The harsh 
realty reveals itself before the horrified 
eyes of Canituccia and in her ears ring  
the screams of the animal.  
The pig’s fate is sealed: it will be killed 
and butchered. This is the law  
of the farm, the law of the adults.

for children 8 years and older  
pp. 40 | cm. 11 x 18,5 | March 2019



c’era una volTa un cacciaTore  
[THere OnCe WAs A HunTer] 

by Fabian Negrin 
for all ages 

pp. 32 | cm. 24 x 32 | January 2019

È Tempo di andare  
[iT’s TiMe TO GO]

by Kim Sena 
for children 7 years and older 

pp. 36 | cm. 21,4 x 29 | February 2019

recenTy publiShed

A hunter wounds his prey. Following its tracks, he is reflected in the same water from which the prey has 
just drunk, and so he changes into a mythological being, half man and half deer. When they finally meet,  

the prey has changed into a woman. The two worlds, the human and the animal, merge; hunter and prey fall 
in love. When the night ends, both return to their own universe, but not for long. Love, the force that moves 

the world, draws them together again: an encounter from which springs...another life.

In the tradition of the Greek myth of Actaeon and of the brothers Grimm and the White Doe  
of Mme D’Aulnoy, the author takes the theme of metamorphosis a step further.  
Nothing is what it appears to be, everything changes, only love is permanent. 

A book of images alone, because words are superfluous in love.  
Who is the hunter? Who is the prey?  

Why hunting, when it is so bewitching to be hunted?

An introduction to the eternal play of love,  
in the form of an illustrated album.

 Mia and Lucy. A girl and an owl. An enduring friendship. 
The moment to say goodbye has come. Lucy must leave because the black panther which is waiting in the distance  

is about to take her away. But why right now? And where to? Will you maybe go back to where you came from?  
asks the downcast child. Mia and Lucy return to the place where they first met, accompanied by the thought  

that the many things lived together will keep them united forever. As long as she can imagine her she will not feel 
the pain of her absence, Lucy whispers to Mia. Silently, the panther arrives.  

It is time to part. Solace comes with the night, looking at the moon:  
the same moon is reflected in the eyes of both of them,  

now so very distant, but always close.

A story that Kim sena writes almost to herself, trying to find a way to 
come to terms with separation, to make sense of it.

KOreAn riGHTs sOLd



in bocca al lupo
by Fabian Negrin
for children 4 years and older
pp. 28 | cm. 20 x 27

FrenCH, sPAnisH (W), CATALAn, KOreAn  
And AFriKAAns riGHTs sOLd

giallo giallo
by Frank Asch
illustrations Mark Alan Stamaty
for children 3 years and older
pp. 48 | cm. 33 x 24

FrenCH, KOreAn, enGLisH (nOrTH AMeriCA), 
COMPLex CHinese And siMPLiFied CHinese 
riGHTs sOLd

1989 DIECI STORIE PER ATTRAVERSARE I MURI
by Elia Barceló, Heinrich Böll, Andrea Camilleri,
Didier Daeninckx, Max Frisch, Jirí Kratochvil,
Ljudmila Petrusevskaja, Ingo Schulze,
Olga Tokarczuk, Miklós Vámos
illustrations Henning Wagenbreth
for children 10 years and older
pp. 96 | cm. 17,5 x 24,5

FrenCH, GerMAn, sPAnisH (W), CZeCH, 
POLisH And russiAn riGHTs sOLd

Fuorigioco
by Fabrizio Silei
illustrations Maurizio A. C. Quarello
for children 9 years and older
pp. 40 | cm. 20 x 30

FrenCH, GerMAn, sPAnisH, GreeK  
And CZeCH riGHTs sOLd

il paeSe dei quadraTi [+ IL PAESE DEI CERCHI]
by Francesco Tonucci
illustrations Osther Mayer
for children 7 years and older
pp. 40 | cm. 19 x 30

sPAnisH (L.A.), BrAZiLiAn  
And KOreAn riGHTs sOLd

migrando
by Mariana Chiesa Mateos
for children 6 years and older
pp. 68 | cm. 20 x 20

FrenCH, sPAnisH (L.A. And u.s.A) 
And POrTuGuese (POrTuGAL And BrAZiL) 
riGHTs sOLd

l’auTobuS di roSa
by Fabrizio Silei
illustrations Maurizio A. C. Quarello
for children 9 years and older
pp. 40 | cm. 20 x 30

enGLisH (W), FrenCH, GerMAn, sPAnisH, 
CATALAn, GreeK, POrTuGuese, BrAZiLiAn, 
nOrWeGiAn, sWedisH, sLOVeniAn  
And KOreAn riGHTs sOLd

il libro Sbilenco
by Peter Newell
for children 6 years and older
pp. 48 | cm. 17 x 26,5

FrenCH, enGLisH (indiA And uK), GerMAn, 
sPAnisH (W.), CATALAn, POrTuGuese 
And BrAZiLiAn (reVerTed) riGHTs sOLd

il libro eSploSivo
by Peter Newell
for children 6 years and older
pp. 48 | cm. 18 x 22

FrenCH, enGLisH (indiA And uK), GerMAn, 
FrenCH, sPAnisH (W.), CATALAn 
And BrAZiLiAn (reVerTed) riGHTs sOLd

come Si legge un libro?
by Daniel Fehr  
illustrations Maurizio A. C. Quarello
for children 5 years and older
pp. 28 | cm. 23 x 33

GerMAn, FrenCH, sPAnisH, TurKisH,  
siMPLiFied CHinese, GREEK  
And KOreAn riGHTs sOLd

l’ulTimo viaggio
by Irène Cohen-Janca
illustrations Maurizio A. C. Quarello
for children 8 years and older
pp. 64 | cm. 20 x 30

enGLisH (W), FrenCH, GerMAn, sPAnisH (W), 
KOreAn And rOMAniAn riGHTs sOLd

mio padre il grande piraTa
by Davide Calì
illustrations Maurizio A. C. Quarello
for children 9 years and older
pp. 48 | cm. 21 x 28

FrenCH, GerMAn, BrAsiLiAn, siMPLiFied 
CHinese, COMPLex CHinese, KOreAn  
And enGLisH WOrLd riGHTs sOLd
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